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How To Easily Trade One Simple Forex Setup 
for Maximum Profit 

 

Every forex trader needs reliable, profitable 

setups in order to trade profitable over the 

long term.  

One of my all-time favourites is the Flag. The 

Flag is a continuation pattern. This means that 

there is a trend in the market and the flag 

represents a short period of sideways 

movement, allowing us the chance to jump 

into the trend when it restarts. Let’s look at an 

example.  

 

Figure 1 shows three upwards candles and a 

downwards candle. These are daily candles, 

each representing price action over the 

course of a 24 hour period. These are real 

candles from October 2014 in the GBPJPY 

chart. The flag pole is drawn from the low of 

the first up candle to the high of the last up 

candle. The down candle represents the 

“pause” or consolidation in the movement 

and this becomes the flag. We draw the top of 

the flag from the top of the pole through the 

high of the down candle. We then draw the 

bottom of the flag by taking a line parallel to 

the top of the flag and joining it to the 

flagpole and through low of the down candle.  

 

 

Trade Entry and Stop Loss 

We enter the trade with a stop order. This is a 

pending order. If the price reaches the order 

price, suggesting strongly that the trend has 

restarted, the pending order will be executed 

and we will be in the market with a buy 

position. We place a stop loss below the flag. 

This is for safety. If our buy order is triggered 

but the currency then moves significantly 

against us, the stop loss will be triggered, 

minimising our losses.   

That completes the pending order. We can 

now leave our screens alone - we don’t need 

to stare at screens all night. We can forget 

about it and come back tomorrow.  

What actually happened in the next period is 

shown in Figure 2.  

 

Our pending order was not triggered. Instead, 

the flag was extended by another day. In this 

instance we lower the line representing the 

bottom of the flag to allow for the lower wick 

on the new candle. We cancel our pending 

order and place a new one as in the figure. 

The entry price is essentially as before but 

now the stop loss is lower as the bottom of 

the flag is lower. Again, we walk away and do 

not stare at screens every two minutes.  
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At some point in the next day, Figure 3, our 

pending order is triggered as the price hits our 

entry price. We are “long” – we have bought 

GBP against the JPY.  

Managing the Trade 

My preference now for managing trades is to 

use a trailing stop, that is, a stop that follows 

the price, but trails it by an amount we 

specify. Eventually there will be a downwards 

move that will hit the trailing stop and we will 

have exited. Although still called a stop loss, 

once the trailing stop is above our entry price 

we have guaranteed profit on the trade.  

 

So in our example when the price rises above 

the entry price by the same amount as the 

stop loss was below it, I would set a trailing 

stop of that distance, effectively bringing the 

stop loss up to breakeven (i.e. the entry 

price). In this example this would occur about 

4 or 5 days after entry. Now we know we 

cannot lose money as the stop loss is at our 

entry price.  

The trialling stop will now follow the price up 

(but stay stationary when the price reverses).  

 

 

 

Figure 4 shows the likely point at which the 

trailing stop would be hit. The reward is the 

difference between the exit and entry prices 

and the risk is the difference between the 

entry and the trailing stop loss prices. In this 

case we have a reward to risk ration of around 

3.5:1. So, if you had risked 2% of your account 

on the trade, you would have made about 

7.5% in around 12 working days.  

 

Flags are everywhere.  

Figure 5 shows all 7 flags that we can see in 

the GBPJPY chart from October 2014 to Jan 

2015. I am not suggesting that we should 

trade them all, and some are better examples 

than others.   

What is interesting is that most of the flags 

either make money or do not trigger. Seldom 

do they lose money.  

  



 

In Summary 

Here’s my checklist for buy flags (reverse for sell flags): 

 The flagpole has least three consecutive candles in trend direction 

 Draw flagpole from lowest low to highest high 

 No more than 3 candles in the flag 

 Draw top of flag from top of pole through highest high of all the flag candles 

 Enter with pending buy stop order 

 Entry price just above flag 

 Place stop loss just below flag 

 Manage via trailing stop loss, initially set to breakeven when trade is in profit 

 Exit via trailing stop being hit by price reversal  
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A final word… 

I hope you have found this useful. Every trader needs an edge – something that separates them from 

all the other traders who have the same information and the same tools. I was never successful until 

I built my own edge. Setups like the flag and others are an important part of my edge, but there’s 

more. I have written a report detailing how I built my forex edge. I’ll send it to you soon.  

Happy trading… 

 

Dr Mark J Nugent 
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